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Abstract
The irace package implements the iterated racing procedure, which is an extension
of Iterated F-race (I/F-Race). The main use of irace is the automatic configuration of
optimization algorithms, that is, finding the most appropriate settings of an optimization
algorithm given a set of instances of an optimization problem. It builds upon the race
package by Birattari and it is implemented in R. This paper describes irace version 1.0.
The irace package is available from CRAN. More information about irace is available at
http://iridia.ulb.ac.be/irace.
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1. Introduction
The irace package implements the iterated racing procedure, which is an extension of Iterated F-race (I/F-Race) proposed by Balaprakash, Birattari, and Stützle (2007) and further
developed by Birattari, Yuan, Balaprakash, and Stützle (2010). irace is implemented as an
R package (R Development Core Team 2008) and it builds upon the race package by Birattari (2003). The main purpose of irace is to automatically configure optimization algorithms
by finding the most appropriate settings given a set of tuning instances of an optimization
problem. For example, tuning a computer program for logistic routing of trucks such that
cost is minimized. Nonetheless, automatic configuration methods are also applicable to any
system that has a number of configurable parameters, and whose performance on a particular
problem often depends on the particular settings of these parameters. An example could be
the tuning of an industrial process.
We are particularly interested in the tuning of metaheuristics, that is, general-purpose optimization algorithms such as evolutionary algorithms (Goldberg 1989), ant colony optimization (Dorigo and Stützle 2004), and other stochastic local search methods (Hoos and Stützle
2005). Automatic configuration methods may also be used for designing complex algorithms,
by finding a particular configuration of a framework composed by alternative design choices
and complementary algorithmic components (KhudaBukhsh, Xu, Hoos, and Leyton-Brown
2009; López-Ibáñez and Stützle 2012).
The scenario that irace addresses is usually described as offline configuration (Birattari 2009),
that is, there are two clearly delimited phases. In a primary tuning phase, an algorithm
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configuration is chosen, given a set of tuning instances representative of a particular problem.
In a secondary production (or testing) phase, the chosen algorithm configuration is used to
solve unseen instances of the same problem. The goal is to find, during the tuning phase, an
algorithm configuration that minimizes some cost measure over the set of instances that will
be seen during the production phase. In other words, the ultimate purpose is that the highquality configuration of the algorithm found during the tuning phase generalizes to similar
but unseen instances.
Offline configuration is frequently performed ad-hoc by algorithm designers as a result of
trial-and-error runs of candidate algorithms they consider. Computational methods for offline
configuration involve the use of experimental design techniques (Coy, Golden, Runger, and
Wasil 2001; Adenso-Dı́az and Laguna 2006), evolutionary algorithms (Nannen and Eiben
2006; Ansótegui, Sellmann, and Tierney 2009), local search (Hutter, Hoos, Leyton-Brown,
and Stützle 2009) or regression models (Hutter, Hoos, and Leyton-Brown 2011). Another
notable example is sequential parameter optimization (SPO) (Bartz-Beielstein 2006), and the
associated SPOT package (Bartz-Beielstein, Lasarczyk, and Preuss 2010; Bartz-Beielstein,
Ziegenhirt, Konen, Flasch, Koch, and Zaefferer 2011). SPOT uses statistical models for
finding optimal parameters of optimization algorithms. The main differences between SPOT
and irace are that the former is more oriented towards analyzing the impact and interactions
of parameters when applying an algorithm to a single instance or function, whereas the goal
of irace is to find parameter configurations that perform well over a large set of instances.
Birattari, Stützle, Paquete, and Varrentrapp (2002); Birattari (2004, 2009) proposed an
automatic configuration approach, F-Race, based on racing (Maron and Moore 1997) and
Friedman’s non-parametric two-way analysis of variance by ranks. This proposal was later
improved by sampling configurations from the parameter space, and refining the sampling
distribution by means of repeated applications of F-Race. The resulting automatic configuration approach was called Iterated F-race (I/F-Race) (Balaprakash et al. 2007; Birattari
et al. 2010). Although a formal description of the I/F-Race procedure is given in the original
publications, no implementation of it has been made publicly available. The irace package
implements a general iterated racing procedure, which includes I/F-Race as a special case.
It also implements several extensions already described by Birattari (2004, 2009), such as
the use of the paired t test instead of Friedman’s test. We have also added several original
contributions, such as a new soft-restart mechanism that prevents premature convergence.
The irace package presented here has already been extensively tested in several research
projects. Dubois-Lacoste, López-Ibáñez, and Stützle (2011b,a) used irace for tuning the parameters of several iterated greedy (IG) variants for various objectives in the permutation
flow-shop problem (PFSP), outperforming the state-of-the-art. López-Ibáñez and Stützle
(2010) automatically configured a flexible ant colony optimization framework for the biobjective travelling salesman problem (bTSP). Montes de Oca, Aydin, and Stützle (2011)
designed an incremental particle swarm optimization algorithm for large-scale continuous optimization problems by means of automatic configuration. F-Race, the precursor of I/F-Race,
was used to configure an algorithm for the timetabling competition (Chiarandini, Birattari,
Socha, and Rossi-Doria 2006). Other automatic configuration methods have been used in
the literature to configure new state-of-the-art algorithms. For example, FocusedILS (Hutter
et al. 2009) was used to automatically configure a highly parameterized tree search (Hutter,
Babić, Hoos, and Hu 2007), and a framework of SAT solvers (KhudaBukhsh et al. 2009)
that won several prizes in the International SAT competition; as well as tuning the commer-
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cial mixed-integer programming solver CPLEX, and obtaining a significant speedup over the
default settings (Hutter, Hoos, and Leyton-Brown 2010). These examples demonstrate the
potential of automatic configuration of algorithms, and the profound impact it will have on
the way optimization algorithms are designed and evaluated in the future.

2. Automatic configuration
2.1. Configurable algorithms
Many algorithms for computationally hard optimization problems are configurable, that is,
they have a number of parameters that may be set by the user. As an example, evolutionary
algorithms (EAs) (Goldberg 1989) often require the user to specify settings like the mutation
rate, the recombination operator and the population size. Another example is CPLEX, a
mixed-integer programming solver, that has more than 76 configurable parameters affecting
the main algorithm used internally by CPLEX, e.g., one can select among different branching
strategies.
The reason these parameters are configurable is that there is no single optimal setting for every
possible application of the algorithm, and, in fact, the optimal setting of these parameters
depends on the problem being tackled (Adenso-Dı́az and Laguna 2006; Birattari 2009).
There are two main classes of parameters: categorical and numerical parameters. Categorical
parameters represent discrete values without any implicit order or sensible distance measure.
An example is the different recombination operators in EAs. Numerical parameters have an
implicit order of their values. Examples are the population size and the mutation rate in EAs.
There are also seemingly categorical parameters but with an implicit order of their values.
An example would be a parameter with three values {low, medium, high}. Such parameters
are called ordinal, and we handle them as numerical parameters. Finally, parameters may
be subordinate to other parameters, that is, they are only relevant for particular values of
other parameters. For example, in a genetic algorithm there may be a parameter that defines the selection operator. More concretely, the selection operator could take the values
roulette_wheel or tournament. The value roulette_wheel does not have any specific additional parameters, whereas the value tournament requires to specify the value of parameter
“tournament size”. In this case, the parameter “tournament size” is subordinate to the fact
that the selection operator takes the value tournament. Subordinate parameters are not the
same as constraints on the values of parameters. For example, given parameters a and b,
a constraint may be that a < b. Such constraints limit the range of values that a certain
parameter can take in dependence of other parameters, whereas subordinate parameters are
either disabled or they have a value according to a predefined range. In some cases, parameter
constraints may be modeled by replacing one of the parameters by a surrogate parameter,
e.g., a0 ∈ (0, 1), such that a = a0 · b.

2.2. The algorithm configuration problem
In the following, we briefly introduce the algorithm configuration problem, a formal definition
is given by Birattari (2009). Let us assume that we have a parametrized algorithm with N param
parameters, Xd , d = 1, . . . , N param , and each of them may take different values (settings). A
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configuration of the algorithm θ = {x1 , . . . , xN param } is a unique assignment of values to
parameters, and Θ denotes the possibly infinite set of all configurations of the algorithm.
When considering a problem to be solved by this parametrized algorithm, the set of possible
instances of the problem may be seen as a random variable I from which instances to be
solved are sampled. We are also given a cost measure C(θ, i) that assigns a value to each
configuration when applied to a single problem instance i, which is a realization of I. Since
the algorithm may be stochastic, this cost measure is often a random variable and the value
c(θ, i) is a realization of the random variable C(θ, i). The cost value may be the best objective
function value found within a given computation time, or, perhaps, the deviation from the
optimum value if the latter is known. In the case of decision problems, it may correspond to the
computation time required to reach a decision, possibly bounded by a maximum cut-off time.
In any case, the cost measure assigns a cost value to one run of a particular configuration on a
particular instance. The criterion that we want to optimize when configuring an algorithm for
a problem is a function cθ of the cost of a configuration θ with respect to the distribution of
the random variable I. The goal of automatic configuration is finding the best configuration
θ∗ that minimizes cθ .
A usual definition of cθ is the expected cost of θ. The definition of cθ determines how to
rank the configurations over a set of instances. If the cost values over different instances are
incommensurable, the median or the sum of ranks may be more meaningful. The precise
value of cθ is generally unknown, and it can only be estimated by sampling. This sampling is
performed in practice by obtaining realizations c(θ, i) of the random variable C(θ, i). In other
words, by evaluating an algorithm configuration on instances sampled from I. Since most
algorithms of practical interest are sufficiently complex to preclude an analytical approach,
the configuration of such algorithms follows an experimental approach, where each experiment
is a run of an implementation of the algorithm under specific experimental conditions (BartzBeielstein 2006).

3. Iterated racing
3.1. An overview of iterated racing
The irace package that we propose in this paper is an implementation of iterated racing, of
which I/F-Race (Balaprakash et al. 2007; Birattari et al. 2010) is a special case that uses the
Friedman’s non-parametric two-way analysis of variance by ranks.
Iterated racing is a method for automatic configuration that consists of three steps: (1)
sampling new configurations according to a particular distribution, (2) selecting the best
configurations from the newly sampled ones by means of racing, and (3) updating the sampling
distribution in order to bias the sampling towards the best configurations. These three steps
are repeated until a termination criterion is met.
In iterated racing, each configurable parameter has an independent sampling distribution,
which is either a normal distribution for numerical parameters, or a discrete distribution for
categorical parameters. The update of the distributions consists of modifying the sampling
distributions, the mean and standard deviation in the case of the normal distribution, or the
discrete probability values of the discrete distributions. The update biases the distributions
to increase the probability of sampling, in future iterations, the parameter values in the best
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Algorithm 1 Iterated Racing
Require: I = {I1 , I2 , . . . } ∼ I,
parameter space: X,
cost measure: C(θ, i) ∈ R,
tuning budget: B
1: Θ1 ∼ SampleUniform(X)
2: Θelite := Race(Θ1 , B1 )
3: j := 2
4: while Bused ≤ B do
5:
Θnew ∼ Sample(X, Θelite )
6:
Θj := Θnew ∪ Θelite
7:
Θelite := Race(Θj , Bj )
8:
j := j + 1
9: end while
10: Output: Θelite

configurations found.
After new configurations are sampled, the best configurations are selected by means of racing. Racing was first proposed in machine learning to deal with the problem of model selection (Maron and Moore 1997). Birattari et al. (2002) adapted the procedure for the configuration of optimization algorithms. A race starts with a finite set of candidate configurations.
At each step of the race, the candidate configurations are evaluated on a single instance. After
each step, those candidate configurations that perform statistically worse than at least another one are discarded, and the race continues with the remaining surviving configurations.
This procedure continues until reaching a minimum number of surviving configurations, a
maximum number of instances that have been used or a pre-defined computational budget.
This computational budget may be an overall computation time or a number of experiments,
where an experiment is the application of a configuration to an instance.
The next subsection (Section 3.2) gives a complete description of the iterated racing algorithm as implemented in the irace package. We mostly follow the description of the original
papers (Balaprakash et al. 2007; Birattari et al. 2010), adding some details that were not explicitly given there. Later in Section 4, we mention several extensions that were not proposed
in the original publications.

3.2. The iterated racing algorithm in the irace package
In this section, we describe the implementation of iterated racing as proposed in the irace
package. The setup of the irace package itself is given in Section 5.
An outline of the iterated racing algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. Iterated racing requires
as input: a set of instances I sampled from I, a parameter space (X), a cost function (C),
and a tuning budget (B).
Iterated racing requires an estimation of the number of iterations N iter (races) that it will
execute. The default setting of N iter depends on the number of parameters with N iter =
b2 + log2 N param c. Each iteration performs one race with a limited computation budget
Bj = (B − Bused )/(N iter − j + 1), where j = 1, . . . , N iter . Each race starts from a set
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of candidate configurations Θj . The number of candidate configurations is calculated as
|Θj | = Nj = bBj /(µ + min(5, j))c. Thus, the number of candidate configurations decreases
with the number of iterations, which means that more evaluations per configuration will be
performed in later iterations. The parameter µ allows the user to influence the ratio between
budget and number of configurations, which also depends on the iteration number j. The idea
behind this setting is that configurations generated in later iterations will be more similar,
and, hence, more evaluations will be necessary to identify the best ones. On the other hand,
we do not consider for computing this setting more than five iterations, in order to avoid
having too few configurations in a single race.
In the first iteration, the initial set of candidate configurations is generated by uniformly
sampling the parameter space X. When a race starts, each configuration is evaluated on the
first instance by means of the cost measure C. Configurations are iteratively evaluated on
subsequent instances until a number of instances have been seen (T first ). Then, a statistical
test is performed on the results. If there is enough statistical evidence to identify some
candidate configurations as performing worse than at least another configuration, the worst
configurations are removed from the race, while the others, the surviving candidates, are run
on the next instance.
There are several alternatives for selecting which configurations should be discarded during
the race. The F-Race algorithm (Birattari et al. 2002; Birattari 2009) relies on the nonparametric Friedman’s two-way analysis of variance by ranks, the Friedman test, and its
associated post-hoc test, as described by Conover (Conover 1999). Nonetheless, the race
package (Birattari 2003) implements various alternatives based on the paired t test with and
without p value correction for multiple comparisons, which are also available in the proposed
irace package.
A new statistical test is performed every T each instances. By default T each = 1, but in some
situations it may be helpful to only perform each test after the configurations have been
evaluated on a number of instances. The race continues until the budget of the current
iteration is not enough to test all remaining candidate configurations on a new instance
(Bj < Njsurv ), or when at most N min configurations remain, Njsurv ≤ N min .

At the end of a race, the surviving configurations are assigned a rank rz according to the sum
of ranks or the mean cost, depending on which statistical test is used during the race. The
Njelite = min(Njsurv , N min ) configurations with the lowest rank are selected as the set of elite
configurations Θelite .
elite new candidate configuIn the next iteration, before a race, a number of Njnew = Nj − Nj−1
rations are generated. For generating a new configuration, first one parent configuration θz
is sampled from the set of elite configurations Θelite with a probability:

pz =

elite − r + 1
Nj−1
z

elite · (N elite + 1)/2
Nj−1
j−1

,

(1)

which is proportional to its rank rz . Hence, higher ranked configurations have a higher
probability of being selected as parents.
Next, a new value is sampled for each parameter Xd , d = 1, . . . , N param , according to a
distribution that its associated to each parameter of θz . Parameters are considered in the
order determined by the dependency graph of conditions, that is, non-subordinate parameters
are sampled first, those parameters that are subordinate to them are sampled next if the
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condition is satisfied, and so on. Moreover, if a subordinate parameter that was disabled in
the parent configuration becomes enabled in the new configuration, then the parameter is
sampled uniformly, as in the initialization phase.
If Xd is a numerical parameter defined within the range [xd , xd ], then a new value is sampled
from the truncated normal distribution N (xzd , σdj ), such that the new value is within the given
range.1 The mean of the distribution xzd is the value of parameter d in elite configuration θz .
The parameter σdj is initially set to (xd − xd )/2, and it is decreased at each iteration before
sampling:
!1/N param
1
σdj := σdj−1 ·
(2)
Njnew
By reducing σdj in this manner at each iteration, the sampled values are increasingly closer to
the value of the parent configuration, focusing the search around the best parameter settings
found as the iteration counter increases. Roughly speaking, the multi-dimensional volume of
the sampling region is reduced by a constant factor at each iteration, but the reduction factor
is higher when sampling a larger number of new candidate configurations (Njnew ).
If the numerical parameter is of integer type, we round the sampled value to the nearest
integer. The sampling is adjusted to avoid the bias against the extremes introduced by
rounding after sampling from a truncated distribution.
If Xd is a categorical parameter with levels Xd ∈ {x1 , x2 , . . . , xnd }, then a new value is sampled
from a discrete probability distribution P j,z (Xd ). In the first iteration (j = 1), P 1,z (Xd ) is
uniformly distributed over the domain of Xd . In subsequent iterations, it is updated before
sampling as follows:


j−1
j,z
j−1,z
P (Xd = xj ) := P
(Xd = xj ) · 1 − iter + ∆P
(3)
N
where


j − 1
∆P = N iter
0

if xj = xz

(4)

otherwise

Finally, the new configurations generated after sampling inherit the probability distributions
from their parents, and a new race is launched with the union of the new configurations and
the elite configurations.
The algorithm stops if the budget is exhausted (Bused > B) or if the number of candidate
configurations to be evaluated at the start of an iteration is not greater than the number
elite ), since in that case no new configurations would be generated. If the
of elites (Nj ≤ Nj−1
iteration counter j reaches the estimated number of iterations N iter but there is still enough
remaining budget to perform a new race, we simply increase N iter and continue the algorithm.

4. Extensions
We have implemented several extensions that were not proposed in the original publications.
1

For sampling from a truncated normal distribution, we use the msm package (Jackson 2011).
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4.1. Initial configurations
We can seed the iterated race procedure with a set of initial configurations. In that case, only
enough configurations are sampled to reach N1 in total.

4.2. Soft-restart
Our implementation incorporates a “soft-restart” mechanism to avoid premature convergence.
In the original I/F-Race proposal (Balaprakash et al. 2007), the standard deviation, in the
case of numerical parameters, or the discrete probability of unselected parameter settings,
in the case of categorical ones, decreases at every iteration. Diversity is introduced by the
variability of the sampled configurations. However, if the tuning converges to a few, very
similar elite configurations in few iterations, the diversity is lost and newly generated candidate
configurations will not be very different from the ones already tested. Such a premature
convergence wastes the remaining budget on repeatedly evaluating minor variations of the
same configurations, without exploring new alternatives.
We implemented a “soft-restart” mechanism that checks for premature convergence after generating each new set of candidate configurations. We consider that there is premature convergence when the “distance” between two candidate configurations is zero. The distance
between two configurations is defined as the maximum distance between their parameter
settings, which is defined as follows:
• If the parameter is subordinate and disabled in both configurations, the distance is zero;
• if it is disabled in one configuration but enabled in the other, the distance is one;
• if the parameter is enabled in both configurations (or it is not subordinate), then:
– in the case of numerical parameters (integral or real), the distance is the absolute
normalized difference between their values;
– in the case of ordinal and categorical parameters, the distance is one if the values
are different and zero otherwise.
When premature convergence is detected, a “soft-restart” is applied by partially reinitializing
the sampling distribution. This reinitialization is applied only to the elite configurations
that were used to generate the candidate configurations with zero distance. The other elite
configurations do not suffer from premature convergence, thus they may still lead to new
configurations, whereas reinitializing their sampling distribution would mean to lose all the
knowledge accumulated on them.
In the case of categorical parameters, the discrete sampling distribution of elite configuration
z, P j,z (Xd ), is adjusted by modifying each individual probability value p ∈ P j,z (Xd ) with
respect to the maximum value pmax = max{P j,z (Xd )} as follows:
0.9 · p + 0.1 · pmax
.
0
p0 ∈P j,z (Xd ) 0.9 · p + 0.1 · pmax

p := P

For numerical and ordinal parameters, the standard deviation of elite configuration z, σdj,z , is
“brought back” two iterations, with a maximum limit of its value in the second iteration, as
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σdj,z



:= min σdj,z /


1
Njnew

!2/N param

xd − xd
,
·
2

1
Njnew
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!1/N param 



After adjusting the sampling distribution of all affected elite configurations, the set of candidate configurations that triggered the soft-restart is discarded and a new set of N new configurations is sampled from the elite configurations. This procedure is applied at most once per
iteration.

5. The irace package
We provide here a brief summary of the irace package. The full documentation is available
together with the package.
The scheme in Fig. 1 describes how the different parts of irace interact with each other. The
program irace requires three main inputs:
1. A description of the parameter space X, that is, the parameters to configure, their
types, ranges and constraints. Section 5.2 summarizes how to define a parameter space
in irace.
2. The set of tuning instances {I1 , I2 , . . . }, which in practice is a finite, representative
sample of I. The particular options for specifying the set of tuning instances are given
in Section 5.1.
3. The configuration of irace itself, which is defined by a number of options. Table 1 maps
the description of iterated racing in Section 3.2 to the configuration options in irace.
The complete list of options is available in the software documentation.
In addition, irace requires a function (or an auxiliary program) called hookRun, which is responsible of applying a particular configuration to an instance and returning the corresponding
cost value.
The irace package is designed to be used either from within R, or from the command-line by
means of a wrapper. We illustrate these two usage modes by means of simple examples in
Section 6.

5.1. Tuning instances
The set of tuning instances {I1 , I2 , . . . } may be given explicitly as a configuration option of
irace. Alternatively, the instances may be read from an instance file (instanceFile). The
string given by option instanceDir will be prefixed to them. If the option instanceFile is
not set, then irace considers all files found in instanceDir, and recursively in its subdirectories, as tuning instances. The order in which instances are considered by irace is randomized
if the option sampleInstances is enabled. Otherwise, the order is the same as given in
instanceFile if this option is set or in alphabetical order if there is no instanceFile.
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irace

returns c(i,θ)

hookRun
Figure 1: Scheme of irace flow of information.

Iterated racing parameter
B
C (cost measure)
µ
N min
T first
T each
Statistical test

irace configuration option
maxExperiments
hookRun
mu
minNbSurvival
firstTest
eachTest
testType

Table 1: Configuration options of irace corresponding to the description of iterated racing
given in Section 3.2. The full list of options is available in the complete documentation.

5.2. Parameter space
For simplicity, the description of the parameters space is given as a table. Each line of the
table defines a configurable parameter:

<name> <label> <type> <range> [ | <condition> ]

where each field is defined as follows:
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<name>
<label>

<type>
<range>
<condition>
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The name of the parameter as an unquoted alphanumeric string, for instance: ‘ants’.
A label for this parameter. This is a string that will be passed together
with the parameter to hookRun. In the default hookRun provided with the
package (Section 5.3), this is the command-line switch used to pass the
value of this parameter, for instance ‘"--ants "’.
The type of the parameter, either integer, real, ordinal or categorical, given
as a single letter: ‘i’, ‘r’, ‘o’ or ‘c’.
The range or set of values of the parameter.
An optional condition that determines whether the parameter is enabled
or disabled, thus making the parameter subordinate. If the condition evaluates to false, then no value is assigned to this parameter, and neither the
parameter value nor the corresponding label are passed to hookRun. The
condition must be a valid R logical expression. The condition may contain
the name of other parameters as long as the dependency graph does not
contain any cycle. Otherwise, irace will detect the cycle and stop with an
error.

Parameter types and range. Parameters can be of four types:
• Real parameters are numerical parameters that can take any floating-point values within
a given range. The range is specified as an interval ‘(<lower bound>,<upper bound>)’.
This interval is closed, that is, the parameter value may eventually be one of the bounds.
The possible values are rounded to a number of decimal places specified by option
digits. For example, given the default number of digits of 4, the values 0.12345 and
0.12341 are both rounded to 0.1234.
• Integer parameters are numerical parameters that can take only integer values within
the given range. The range is specified as for real parameters.
• Categorical parameters are defined by a set of possible values specified as ‘(<value
1>, ..., <value n>)’. The values are quoted or unquoted character strings. Empty
strings and strings containing commas or spaces must be quoted.
• Ordinal parameters are defined by an ordered set of possible values in the same format
as for categorical parameters. They are handled internally as integer parameters, where
the integers correspond to the indexes of the values.
Section 6 shows examples on how to read the parameters table either from a string literal or
from a file.

5.3. hookRun
The evaluation of a candidate configuration is done by means of a user-given function or,
alternatively, a user-given auxiliary program. The function (or program name) is specified by
the option hookRun.
When hookRun is an R function, then it is invoked for each candidate configuration as:
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hookRun(instance, candidate, extra.params, config)
where instance is a single instance, extra.params is a user-defined value associated to this
instance, config is the configuration of irace, and candidate is a list with three components:
(1) $index, which is a numeric value identifying this candidate; (2) $values, which is a onerow data frame with one column per parameter value; and (3) $labels, which is a list of the
labels of each parameter. The function hookRun must return a numerical value corresponding
to the cost measure of the candidate configuration on the given instance.
When hookRun is an auxiliary executable program, then it is invoked for each candidate
configuration, passing as arguments: the instance, a numeric identifier, and the commandline parameters of the candidate configuration. The numeric identifier uniquely identifies a
configuration within a race (but not across the races in a single iterated race). The command
line is constructed by appending to each parameter label (switch), without separator, the value
of the parameter, following the order given in the parameter table. The program hookRun
must print (only) a real number, which corresponds to the cost measure of the candidate
configuration for the given instance. The working directory of hookRun is set to the execution
directory specified by the option execDir. This allows the user to execute several runs of
irace in parallel without the runs interfering with each other.

6. Examples of tuning scenarios
The next two sections (Sections 6.1 and 6.2) illustrate two different ways of using irace. The
first example shows how to set up and use the irace package by means of R programming.
The second example shows how to tune an external program via the command-line options
of the irace stand-alone program provided with the package.

6.1. Tuning optim() from R
In this illustrative example, our goal is to tune the parameters of the simulated annealing
algorithm (SANN) provided by the optim() function in the R base package. In particular,
let’s say we are interested in optimizing instances of the following family of functions:
f (x) = λ · fRastrigin (x) + (1 − λ) · fRosenbrock (x)

(5)

where λ follows a normal distribution N (0.9, 0.02), and fRastrigin and fRosenbrock are the wellknown Rastrigin and Rosenbrock benchmark functions. We use the implementation of these
functions provided by the package cmaes (Trautmann, Mersmann, and Arnu 2011).
R> f_rosenbrock <- function (x) {
+
d <- length(x)
+
z <- x + 1
+
hz <- z[1:(d - 1)]
+
tz <- z[2:d]
+
s <- sum(100 * (hz^2 - tz)^2 + (hz - 1)^2)
+
return(s)
+ }
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f_rastrigin <- function (x) {
sum(x * x - 10 * cos(2 * pi * x) + 10)
}

In this scenario, different instances are given by different values of λ. Hence, we first generate
200 instances as follows:
R> weights <- rnorm(200, mean = 0.9, sd = 0.02)
We are interested in optimizing two parameters of the SANN algorithm: tmax and temp. We
setup the parameter space as follows:
R>
+
+
+

parameters.table <- '
tmax "" i (1, 5000)
temp "" r (0, 100)
'

and we use the irace function readParameters to read this table:
R> library("irace")
R> parameters <- readParameters(text = parameters.table)
Next, we define the function that will evaluate each candidate configuration on a single instance. For simplicity, we restrict to three-dimensional functions and we set the maximum
number of iterations of SANN to 5000.
R> hook.run <- function(instance, candidate, extra.params = NULL,
+
config = list())
+ {
+
D <- 3
+
par <- runif(D, min = -1, max = 1)
+
fn <- function(x) {
+
weight <- instance
+
return(weight * f_rastrigin(x) + (1 - weight) * f_rosenbrock(x))
+
}
+
res <- optim(par, fn, method = "SANN",
+
control = list(maxit = 5000
+
, tmax = as.numeric(candidate$values[["tmax"]])
+
, temp = as.numeric(candidate$values[["temp"]])
+
))
+
return(res$value)
+ }
We are now ready to launch irace. We do it by means of the irace function by setting
hookRun to the function define above, instances to the first 100 random weights, and a
maximum budget of 1000 calls to hookRun.
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R> result <- irace(tunerConfig = list(
+
hookRun = hook.run,
+
instances = weights[1:100],
+
maxExperiments = 1000),
+
parameters = parameters)
The function irace will print information about its progress. We can print the best configurations found as follows:
R> candidates.print(result)
tmax
temp
118 3501 0.8984
126 3487 1.1865
103 3441 0.3150
We could now evaluate the cost of the best configuration found by irace versus the default
configuration of SANN on the other 100 instances previously generated and not used during
training.
R> default <- sapply(weights[101:200], hook.run,
+
candidate = list(values = list(tmax = 10, temp = 10)))
R> result.list <- as.list(removeCandidatesMetaData(result[1,]))
R> tuned <- sapply(weights[101:200], hook.run,
+
candidate = list(values = result.list))
R> boxplot(list(default = default, tuned = tuned))
The resulting plot is given in Figure 2. The boxplot clearly shows that the tuned configuration
is able to find better solutions than the default configuration of SANN. This small example
is included in the documentation of the irace package and can be run with the command:
R> example(irace)

6.2. Tuning ACOTSP
ACOTSP (Stützle 2002) is a software package that implements various ant optimization algorithms to tackle the symmetric traveling salesman problem (TSP). The example proposed
here concerns the automatic configuration of all its 11 parameters. The goal is to find a configuration of ACOTSP that obtains the lowest solution cost in TSP instances within a given
computation time limit. The setup of the tuning procedure is defined through various files.
First, we define a parameter file (parameters.txt, Fig. 3) that describes the parameter space.
We also create a configuration file (tune-conf, Fig. 4) to overwrite some default options of
irace. In particular, we set an execution directory (e.g., ./tuning/) where temporary files
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default

tuned

Figure 2: Boxplot of default vs. tuned configuration of SANN.

# name
algorithm
localsearch
alpha
beta
rho
ants
nnls
q0
dlb
rasrank
elitistants

switch
type
"--"
c
"--localsearch " c
"--alpha "
r
"--beta "
r
"--rho "
r
"--ants "
i
"--nnls "
i
"--q0 "
r
"--dlb "
c
"--rasranks "
i
"--elitistants " i

values
[| conditions (using R syntax)]
(as, mmas, eas, ras, acs)
(0, 1, 2, 3)
(0.01, 5.00)
(0.01, 10.00)
(0.00, 1.00)
(5, 100)
(5, 50)
| localsearch %in% c(1, 2, 3)
(0.0, 1.0) | algorithm %in% c("acs")
(0, 1)
| localsearch %in% c(1,2,3)
(1, 100)
| algorithm %in% c("ras")
(1, 750)
| algorithm %in% c("eas")

Figure 3: Parameter file (parameters.txt) for tuning ACOTSP.

execDir <- "./tuning/"
maxExperiments <- 1000
Figure 4: Configuration file (tune-conf) for tuning ACOTSP.
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are stored, and we set the tuning budget to 1 000 runs of ACOTSP. Next, we place the
tuning instances in the subdirectory ./Instances/, which is the default value of the option
instanceDir. We create a basic hook-run script that simply runs the ACOTSP software for
20 seconds and prints the objective value of the best solution found.2 We can now launch the
tuning procedure as follows:
R> library("irace")
R> irace.cmdline()
The package provides a convenient command-line wrapper for Unix environments, called
irace, located in file.path(system.file(package="irace"), "bin"), that basically invokes R and executes the commands above. The command-line wrapper also allows the user
to specify many options directly from the command-line.
Most of the output is generated by the underlying race package, which prints a detailed
progress of each race. After each race finishes, the set of elite configurations are printed. At
the end, the best configurations found are printed as a table and as command-line parameters:
# Best candidates
algorithm localsearch alpha
beta
rho ants nnls
q0 dlb rasrank elitistants
189
acs
3 1.268 6.0930 0.6846
20
17 0.2812
1
NA
NA
332
acs
3 3.100 0.7011 0.4789
55
11 0.2630
1
NA
NA
320
mmas
3 1.361 9.0390 0.6852
64
25
NA
1
NA
NA
# Best candidates (as commandlines)
command
189 --acs --localsearch 3 --alpha 1.268 --beta 6.0930 --rho 0.6846 --ants 20 --nnls 17 \
--q0 0.2812 --dlb 1
332 --acs --localsearch 3 --alpha 3.100 --beta 0.7011 --rho 0.4789 --ants 55 --nnls 11 \
--q0 0.2630 --dlb 1
320 --mmas --localsearch 3 --alpha 1.361 --beta 9.0390 --rho 0.6852 --ants 64 --nnls 25 \
--dlb 1

In addition, irace saves an R dataset file, by default as irace.Rdata, which may be read
from R by means of the function load(). This dataset contains a list tunerResults, whose
elements are:
• tunerConfig: the configuration of irace.
• parameters: the parameter space.
• experiments: a matrix storing the result of all experiments performed across all iterations. Each entry is the result of evaluating one configuration on one instance at
a particular iteration. The first column (‘instance’) indicates the instance tested in
the experiments of the same row. The second column (‘iteration’) gives the iteration
(race) number in which the experiments in the same row where performed. The remainder of the columns represent configurations, and their column names correspond to their
IDs. Finally, ‘NA’ represents that for some reason the candidate was not evaluated on a
particular instance at that iteration, either because it did not exist yet or it was removed
earlier.
2
The package includes an example of this hook-run script for Unix environments, which can be found at
file.path(system.file(package="irace"), "examples","acotsp").
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• allCandidates: a data frame with all candidate configurations tested during the execution of irace.

7. Conclusion
This paper presents the irace package, which implements the iterated racing procedure for
automatic algorithm configuration. Iterated racing is a generalization of the iterated F-race
procedure. The primary purpose of irace is to automatize the arduous task of configuring the
parameters of an algorithm. However, it may also be used for determining good settings in
other computational systems. The irace package has been designed with simplicity and ease
of use in mind. Despite being implemented in R, no previous knowledge of R is required. In
GNU/Linux and MacOS X, a command-line wrapper makes the use of R completely transparent to the user.
The irace package is available from CRAN. More information about irace is available at
http://iridia.ulb.ac.be/irace.
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